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 BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COMMISSION

                       CLAIM NO. F907651

EARL BEARD, 
EMPLOYEE CLAIMANT

PACE INDUSTRIES, LLC 
EMPLOYER RESPONDENT

ZURICH INSURANCE,
INSURANCE CARRIER/TPA                                  RESPONDENT

                 OPINION FILED NOVEMBER 23, 2010                 
          
A hearing was held before Administrative Law Judge Chandra Hicks, 
in Harrison, Boone County, Arkansas.

The claimant was represented by the Honorable Laura Beth York,  
Attorney at Law, Little Rock, Arkansas. 

Respondents were represented by The Honorable James Sprott,
Attorney at Law, Harrison, Arkansas.

                     STATEMENT OF THE CASE

     A hearing was held in the above-styled claim on November 22,

2010, in Harrison, Arkansas.  A Prehearing Telephone Conference

was conducted in this case on October 4, 2010.  A Prehearing

Order was entered in this claim on that same date.  This

Prehearing Order set forth the stipulations offered by the

parties, the issues to be litigated, and their respective

contentions.

     The following stipulations were submitted by the parties,

either in the Prehearing Order or at the start of the hearing, as

the following are hereby accepted:
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1.  The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of the within claim.

2.  The employee-employer-insurance carrier relationship

existed at all relevant times.

3.  The claimant’s average weekly wage at the time of his

alleged injury was $582.30

      4.  The claimant sustained a compensable injury to his

right shoulder on June 25, 2009.

      5.  The respondents have paid temporary total disability

and medical benefits in full for the claimant’s right shoulder

injury.  In addition, the respondents have accepted and are

paying a 10% anatomical impairment rating for the claimant’s

right shoulder injury.  

 6.  This claim for additional benefits has been 

controverted in entirety.  

      7.  All issues not litigated herein are reserved under 

the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act.

      By agreement of the parties, the issues to be litigated at 

the hearing were as follows:

      1.  The compensability of the claimant’s alleged neck 

injury.  

 2.  Reasonable and necessary medical treatment for the

claimant’s alleged neck injury.
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 The claimant’s and respondents’ contentions are set out in

their respective Responsive Filings, and the hearing transcript of

November 22, 2010, as these are hereby incorporated herein by

reference. 

      The documentary evidence submitted in this case consists of

the hearing transcript of November 22, 2010, and the documents

contained therein.   

 The following witness testified at the hearing: the 

claimant.

                           DISCUSSION

       At the time of the hearing, the claimant was age 43.  He is

a high school graduate and has completed truck driving school. 

Prior to going to work for the respondent-employer, the claimant

worked as a truck driver.  

     The claimant began working for the respondent-employer in

August of 2007. He worked as a shipping and receiving

clerk/forklift operator.  The claimant testified that he sustained

his right shoulder injury on June 25, 2009, while lifting a pallet.

According to the claimant, he felt an immediate onset of pain in

his right shoulder.  The claimant admitted that on the day of the

incident, he did not feel any pain in his neck.  

    He admitted to having promptly reported the incident to

management as a right shoulder injury.  Management provided the

claimant with appropriate medical treatment for his right shoulder.
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     The claimant admitted that he underwent surgery to his right

shoulder on September 9, 2009.  According to the claimant, surgery

did not make his shoulder much better.  He testified that he

continues with pain, numbness and tingling in his right hand.  The

claimant denied having experienced any of these problems prior to

the work incident of June 25, 2009.             

     He maintains that he did not realize he had problems with his

neck until his medical evaluation by Dr. Heinzelmann.

     On cross examination, the claimant admitted that he has 

returned to work for the respondent-employer.  According to the

claimant, as of the date of the hearing, he was receiving benefits

for his 10% impairment rating due to his right shoulder injury.  

    The claimant gave an extensive description of his lifting

incident of June 25, 2009.  His testimony essentially demonstrates

that his admittedly right shoulder injury occurred while attempting

to lift up a 250-pound pallet with both hands.  The claimant

testified that he felt a tear in his right shoulder.  However, he

denied having experienced any neck pain during this event.   

     He essentially admitted that he bow-hunts, rides horses and

engages in various out-doors activities.  The claimant testified

that he is right hand dominate.  According to the claimant, prior

to his work-accident, while bow-hunting, he was able to pull 50-80

pounds.  

     Prior to going to work for the respondent-employer, he worked
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some 10 years as a cross-country truck driver. 

      The claimant admitted to having had carpal tunnel, and being

in a car accident in 1999 wherein he injured his right hip.  He

also admitted to previously having a broken foot.  

    The claimant further admitted to having a prior worker’

compensation claim with Pace Industries wherein he injured his

right shoulder. 

     His testimony demonstrates that he did not tell any medical

personnel or Dr. Randolph about any of his prior problems with

“cricks” in his neck.  The claimant denied any problems with his

left arm.

    At one point in his testimony, the claimant denied having

experienced problems with “cricks” in his neck.  However, upon

further examination, he conceded that he experienced occasional

problems with “cricks” in his neck prior to the work-related

incident.  This admission was made only after being confronted with

his deposition testimony wherein he testified he had experienced

prior problems with “cricks” in his neck.          

     A review of the medical evidence demonstrates that the 

claimant  first sought medical treatment for his right shoulder

injury on the date of the injury.  The claimant was seen at the

emergency room of North Arkansas Regional Medical Center, at

Harrison.  He was treated and discharged. 

     The claimant next came under the care of Dr. John Leslie on
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June 26, 2009.  At that time, he assessed the claimant with,

“rotator cuff sprain (capsule).”

     Ultimately, the claimant underwent surgery to his right 

shoulder on September 9, 2009, which was performed by Dr. Bryan

Benafield due to “right shoulder pain, AC joint arthrosis

impingement.”

     The claimant continued with significant pain after surgery 

and other conservative treatment.  Therefore, on October 30, 2009,

Dr. Benafield referred the claimant to Dr. Heinzlemann for a second

opinion, as he was unable to explain his pain.  

   On November 25, 2009, the claimant underwent a medical

evaluation with Dr. Andrew Heinzelmann.  His impression was, “Right

shoulder postop decompression with continued pain.  I believe this

pain is secondary to cervical radiculopathy in addition to some

postoperative pain from his previous procedure.”  As a result, an

MRI scan of the C-spine was ordered.

     An MRI of the cervical spine was performed on March 1, 2010,

with the following impression:

1. Multilevel spondylosis with small uncovertebral joint
osteophytes resulting in predominantly right sided mild
osteophytic neural foraminal encroachment at C3-4 and C4-
5 and predominantly left sided osteophytic neural
foraminal encroachment at C5-6, but with little if any
central canal stenosis across these levels.

2. Prominent central canal stenosis at C6-7 due to diffuse
disc bulging and prominent posterior with
posterolaterally projecting osteophytes with high grade
central canal stenosis resulting and prominent bilateral
osteophytic neural foraminal encroachment resulting.
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     On May 19, 2010, Dr. Benafield stated that the claimant had

undergone an MRI of the cervical spine which suggested that a lot

of his problems (numbness and tingling and pain down the right arm)

may be coming from his cervical spine.  He stated that the claimant

had reached MMI and assessed him with a 10% impairment to the upper

extremity.  Dr. Benafield also released the claimant from his 

care.

    In addition, on May 19, 2010, the claimant underwent medical

examination, which was performed by Dr. Cannon Randolph.  At that

time, Dr. Randolph noted that the claimant had pain in a classic C-

7 dermatomal distribution, which was now down both arms, right

greater than left.  His assessment was:

1) On-the-job injury with continued right shoulder/arm
radicluar pain status post surgery on the shoulder, elbow and
hand previously.
2)  DDD C-5-6, 3-4 and 6-7
3) Disc osteophyte complex at C-6-7 bilaterally with
significant impingement which could result in radiculopathy.
        

     Dr. Randolph opined on June 1, 2010 within a reasonable degree

of medical certainty that the claimant’s neck injury was the result

of his workers’ compensation injury.     

     On June 26, 2009, the claimant signed a Form AR-N stating that

he had sustained an injury to his right shoulder on June 25, 2009.

   ADJUDICATION 

     Arkansas Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A) defines "compensable

injury" as:

     (i) An accidental injury causing internal or external
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      physical harm to the body or accidental injury to
      prosthetic appliances, including eyeglasses, contact
      lenses, or hearing aids, arising out of and in the
      course of employment and which requires medical
      services or results in disability or death.  An injury
      is "accidental" only if it is caused by a specific
      incident and is identifiable by time and place of
      occurrence[.]     

      A compensable injury must be established by medical 

evidence supported by objective findings.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(4)(D).  “Objective findings” are those findings which cannot

come under the voluntary control of the patient.  Ark. Code Ann. 

§11-9-102(16)(A)(i).

     The claimant must prove by a preponderance of the evidence 

that he sustained a compensable injury. Ark. Code Ann.§

11-9-102(4)(E)(i).  Preponderance of the evidence means the 

evidence having greater weight or convincing force.  Smith v.

Magnet Cove Barium Corp., 212 Ark. 491, 206 S.W.2d 442 (1947).

     Based on my review of the evidence, the claimant has failed 

to prove by a preponderance of the credible evidence that he

sustained a compensable neck injury, arising of his employment with

the respondent-employer on June 25, 2009. Additionally, the

claimant has failed to establish a causal connection between the

cervical abnormalities identified in the MRI of March 1, 2010 and

his lifting incident at work.

      Here, the claimant sustained an admittedly compensable injury

to his right shoulder as a result of lifting a pallet while working

for the respondent-employer (June 25, 2009), for which respondents

have paid benefits. The claimant now contends that he also
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sustained a compensable injury to his neck during said event.

      The claimant was not a credible witness.  During the hearing

the claimant initially testified that he had not experienced prior

problems with his neck.  He specifically testified that it was only

after the work-incident that he began experiencing problems with

“cricks” of his neck. However, upon being confronted with his

deposition testimony wherein he stated he experienced “cricks” in

his neck prior to the work-incident, the claimant changed his

testimony.  He then readily admitted that he did in fact experience

occasional “cricks” in his neck prior to the lifting incident at

work.  

     Although during the hearing, the claimant denied any problems

with his left arm, Dr. Randolph’s report of May 19, 2010, clearly

demonstrates that the claimant was experiencing pain in a classic

C-7 dermatomal distribution.  Hence, his pain was down both arms,

right greater than left.       

    Additionally, although the claimant sought medical treatment

from various medical professional for his right shoulder injury, he

made absolutely no mention of any symptoms relating to his neck as

a result of the lifting incident.  In fact, the claimant’s

testimony demonstrates that on the date of the injury, he felt a

tear in his right shoulder, but no pain his neck.  As of the date

of the hearing, the claimant admitted he has not ever experienced

any neck pain, as he has only continued with “cricks” of the neck,
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which began before the work-incident.      

      The medical evidence demonstrates that the claimant has 

significant pre-existing degenerative problems in his neck that are

completely unrelated to the June 2009 event.  Additionally, the

claimant’s testimony demonstrates that prior to the work incident,

he participated in various sporting activities, which included, but

was not limited to bow-hunting.  According to the claimant, when he

previously bow-hunted, he was able to pull 50 to 80 pounds using

his right arm.  When the claimant signed the Form AR-N, and wrote

that he had injured only his right shoulder. 

      In light of all the foregoing, it would require an 

impermissible degree of speculation and conjecture to conclude that

the claimant’s current neck complaints are related to the event of

June 25, 2009.  Conjecture and speculation, even if plausible,

cannot take the place of proof.  Dena Construction Co. v. Herndon,

264 Ark. 791, 575 S.W. 2d 155 (1979).  

      The claimant has failed to established by the preponderance

of the credible evidence he sustained a compensable neck injury

during and in the course of this employment with the respondent-

employer.   

    While I recognize that Dr. Randolph has opined within a

reasonable degree of medical certainty that the claimant’s neck

injury is the result of his workers’ compensation claim injury

sustained on June 25, 2009, only minimal weight has been attached
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to this opinion because it was based on an incomplete medical

history by the claimant.  Specifically, the evidence does not

demonstrate that Dr. Randolph was made aware of the fact that the

claimant had experienced prior problems with “cricks” of the neck.”

     In sum, this claim for a neck injury must be, and is hereby 

respectfully denied and dismissed in its entirety.  Accordingly,

the remaining issue of reasonable and necessary medical treatment

has been rendered moot and not discussed herein this opinion.

 FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

     On the basis of the record as a whole, I make the following

findings of fact and conclusions of law in accordance with Ark.

Code Ann. §11-9-704.

      1.  The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has       
         jurisdiction of the within claim.

     2.  The employee-employer-insurance carrier relationship 
         existed at all relevant times.

3.  The claimant’s average weekly wage at the time of his   
         alleged neck injury was $582.30

     4.  The claimant sustained a compensable injury to his right
         shoulder on June 25, 2009.

     5.  The respondents have paid temporary total disability 
         and medical benefits in full for the claimant’s right 
         shoulder injury.  In addition, the respondents have 
         accepted and are paying a 10% anatomical impairment 
         rating for the claimant’s right shoulder injury.  

     6.  This claim for additional benefits has been controverted
         in entirety.  

      7.  The claimant failed to prove by a preponderance of the 
          credible evidence that he sustained a compensable 
       injury to his neck during and in the course of his     
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employment with the respondent-employer on June 25, 
          2009.

 8.  All issues not litigated herein are reserved under the 
     Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act. 

 
                                           ORDER

      For the reasons discussed herein this Opinion, this claim 

must be, and hereby is, respectfully denied.

     All issues not addressed herein are expressly reserved 

under the Act.

     IT IS SO ORDERED.

        

                                 __________________________
        CHANDRA HICKS

Administrative Law Judge

 
    

    


